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Smart Yoga Element Books Limited
The Alexander Technique is world famous for
helping posture and back pain, but that's
the tip of the iceberg. As Peter Nobes
argues in this passionate book, it is
actually a great deal more than that. It
will show you how to do everything
effortlessly - mind and body - and make you
look good, stay youthful, and come across
better. It has more in common with Zen,
Existentialism and Stoicism than it does
with the yoga and Pilates that many people
associate it with - it's more about
thinking than about bodies. It will teach
you how to be more conscious and make new
choices; how to be your authentic self,
living in the here-and-now. It will help
you develop a body so light you will barely
know it's there, and a more conscious mind
- it's how to be mindful in three
dimensions.
Indirect Procedures Ashgrove PressLtd
This new, fully revised and updated edition confirms Body
Learning's status as the classic work on the Alexander
Technique for maintaining the health and efficiency of the body.
This new, fully revised and updated edition confirms Body
Learning's status as the classic work on the Alexander
Technique for maintaining the health and efficiency of the body.

Technique within reach of us all. Perfectly safe to use a part of your daily
Master the Art of Running Bloomsbury Publishing
life, this book will help you in all you do. You will learn: how to walk, stand, A comprehensive new guide to The Alexander Technique: A
sit, lift, bend and reach; how to move your body when driving, cycling,
simple yet powerful method for improving how the mind and
doing housework or gardening; how to get the most out of any sport, from
body interact
golf and tennis to swimming and skiing; and how to devise your own selfhelp programme to suit your particular life-style. The Alexander Technique Guided Lessons for Students of the Alexander Technique New Memphis
Press
is not just another exercise regime but a way of life, a subtle method of
changing habits and attitudes to achieve greater body awareness, improved "This book presents selected writings of famous Australian F. Matthias
Alexander, now recognized as the twentieth-century pioneer of body-mind
functioning and better co-ordination. You will feel healthier and happier
coordination."--Back cover.
than perhaps ever before.

The Use Of The Self Collins & Brown
The Alexander Technique Manual explains how to reduce stress
levels to achieve a happier and more fulfilling lifestyle and
reveals how Alexander made his unique discoveries. Simple stepby-step instructions aided by specially commissioned color
photographs will enhance your understanding of the underlying
principles of the technique. Special sections covering a wide
range of sports as well as pregnancy and childbirth make this
simple yet comprehensive book a must for anyone wishing to
improve their lifestyle.
Mindfulness in 3D A&C Black
The Alexander Technique is a proven method for breaking
down bodily tension to restore natural ease of movement.
Change Your Posture, Change Your Life examines every aspect
of the technique, from how to release muscle tension to the
secret key to good posture. This must-have guide will benefit all
age groups and lifestyles: sufferers of muscular-skeletal problems
like arthritis, backache, and headaches; parents concerned about
their children's posture; anyone involved in sports and exercise;
as well as musicians, actors, and health-care professionals.

Dance and the Alexander Technique Trafalgar Square
The Alexander Technique for Musicians is a unique guide for
all musicians, providing a practical, informative approach to
being a successful and comfortable performer. Perfect as an
introduction to the Alexander Technique, or to supplement the
reader's lessons, the book looks at daily and last-minute practice,
breathing, performance and performance anxiety,
teacher–pupil relationships, ensemble skills, and the application
of the Alexander Technique to instrumental and vocal work.
Complete with diagrams and photographs to aid the learning
process, as well as step-by-step procedures and diary entries
written by participating students, The Alexander Technique for
Musicians gives tried-and-tested advice, drawn from the authors'
twenty-plus years of experience working with musicians,
providing an essential handbook for musicians seeking the most
from themselves and their art.
BodySense University of Illinois Press
David Moore draws on thirty years of teaching to bring fresh
and practical insights into how the Alexander Technique can
contribute to a safer and more effective yoga practice. With a
wealth of illustrations that support the clear, precise
explanations, this book offers comprehensive advice in
modifying a yoga practice to take into account the huge
variability in individual ranges of movement. Moore includes
techniques to accommodate limitations imposed by injuries,
structure, body type, strength, and flexibility. Smart Yoga offers
an explanation of the Alexander Technique’s approach to
posture and movement, suggestions for altering faulty breathing
patterns, and information about how Hatha Yoga, Patanjali,
and Buddhist insight practices relate to the Alexander
Technique.

The Alexander Technique Collins & Brown
This is a simple to read introduction to the Alexander Technique and
was specifically written for those who know little or nothing about the
Technique. The book helps to de-mystify the Technique and give a
clear and concise account of what the Alexander can do for you and
how it can help a variety of ailments including backache, headaches,
asthma, high blood pressure, stress and depression. A simple account
Alexander's discovery and how he devised his technique is included
as well as a chapter on how to begin helping yourself, what you can
expect from an Alexander lesson and how to find a teacher. A
valuable, yet inexpensive gift for anyone who could benefit from
Alexander lessons yet knows little or nothing about the technique.
The Alexander Technique Workbook Souvenir Press
Illustrated with line drawings.
The Alexander Technique is a proven, simple, and effective method
The Posture Workbook Da Capo Press
of training your body so you'll never have to suffer from backaches,
"Just Play Naturally" by Vivien Mackie, in conversation with Joe
Armstrong, goes very deep into the creative process by recounting the steps headaches, and other spine/brain-related signs of stress and tension.
by which Pablo Casals taught Mackie, as a young woman, to go beyond all The program doesn't require pills or equipment. You become more
aware of how you sit, stand, walk, and bend as you go about your
her formal training in order to become a real musician, and it goes on to
daily activities, and then learn how to correct bad habits you've
show how an artist, in this case a performing artist, may continue going
deeper all the rest of her life. 'The dialogue between Vivien the cellist and developed over time. The workbook format lets you direct special
Joe the flautist, both of whom are skilled an devoted teachers of the
techniques toward your own personal lifestyle, whether you're active
Alexander Technique, cold profit any practitioner of the arts, but it
or sedentary, so you can select movements and exercises to regain
penetrates beyond art into life itself. 'This book illustrates the evolution of a youthful grace and energy.
sense of rhythm, of a connection to the breath, of the ways in which the self
Let Your Life Flow Oxford University Press
combines the resources of the mind and the body, of motion and stillness,
The world famous classic by the originator of the Alexander
of pitch and meter. Even more than the above, this book tells how to
Technique, with a new perspective by Anthony Kingsley. Frederick
change your life, how to get in touch with the reality beneath learned
Matthias Alexander was born in Tasmania in 1869. In his twenties,
experience.' Peter Davison, Poet, Editor 'I find Just Play Naturally'
he became a professional reciter of dramatic pieces. After almost
extraordinary moving - and important account of artistic discipleship,
completely losing his voice he pioneered a method of improving the
dedication, communion - as well as a deepening revelation of the
Alexander Technique.' Rosanna Warren, Poet, Professor of Comparative 'use' of his body musculature in all positions and movements and
Literature, Boston University 'I think that this is a most valuable addition cured his vocal problems without medical aid. Alexander then
to the list of books concerning the F. Matthias Alexander Technique. It
realised that most people stood, sat and moved in a defective manner
describes the experiences encountered by an accomplished musician in
and that incorrect 'use of the self' might be the cause of much human
making practical application of the Technique, but it also reveals the extent suffering. He moved to London and established a school, publishing
to which one of the greatest musical artists of our time, Pablo Casals,
several books and achieving success, with recommendations from
thought and worked in accordance with the similar principles. Readers will
famous contemporaries such as Aldous Huxley and Sir Stafford
learn much from this book about an approachto study and performance
Cripps. Alexander died in 1955 but his 'principle' lives on through
from which all students could benefit.' W.H.M. Carringon, Master
the work of many teachers of his method.
Teacher of the Alexander Technique, London

The Alexander Technique Manual Books that Change
" ?Is this the right book for me? The Alexander Technique is now
proven to overcome back pain, and is recommended by the NHS to
sufferers. Buying this book might save you a visit to your doctor, but
more importantly will give you a simple, no-nonsense, step-by-step
guide to how to use this technique. It makes the physical facts easy to
understand and the spiritual aspect straightforward with simple
language, making sure that you benefit from better mental health as well
as a pain-free life. Beat Back Pain with the Alexander Technique
includes: Chapter 1: A history of the Alexander Technique Chapter 2:
What is the Alexander Technique? Chapter 3: What?s it for? Chapter 4:
Who can benefit from it? Chapter 5: How is it done with guidance?
Chapter 6: How to do it for yourself Chapter 7: Practical applications
Chapter 8: The body explained Learn effortlessly with a new easy-toread page design and interactive features: Not got much time? One, five
and ten-minute introductions to key principles to get you started.
Author insights Lots of instant help with common problems and quick
tips for success, based on the author?s many years of experience. Test
yourself Tests in the book and online to keep track of your progress.
Extend your knowledge Extra online articles to give you a richer
understanding of the subject. Five things to remember Quick refreshers
to help you remember the key facts. Try this Innovative exercises
illustrate what you?ve learnt and how to use it.? "
How You Stand, How You Move, How You Live
Scarecrow Press
Discover your dynamically integrated body. The Secret
to Using Your Body presents a unique mind/body
exercise that will change your perception of movement
and posture. Based on the Alexander Technique, a
journey through the exercise will guide you toward a
feeling within your body you may not have experienced The Alexander Technique Duncan Baird Publishers
since childhood. Improve your posture, agility, strength, To live is to face problems and to find solutions for them. We do so
consciously or unconsciously, using intuition, reason, imagination and
stability, comfort and ease of movement.

How You Stand, How You Move, How You Live Teach
Yourself
Provides instructions for exercises designed to reduce stress and
many other faculties. We notice a situation, we draw conclusions from
muscle tension, and revitalize the body, and includes
The Alexander Technique Resource Book Red Wheel/Weiser
what we see, hear and feel, and we act on our conclusions in a constant
photographs demonstrating the correct positions for each
Between lessons many students ask their teachers, "How can I practice?"
process of observation, analysis and remedy. 'My shoulders are tight,
The purpose of Guided Lessons is to assist your exploration of the
exercise
because I am under a lot of stress, I need a good massage.' We observe a
Alexander Technique both with and without a teacher present. It provides
problem (tight shoulders), analyse the cause (stress) and seek a remedy for it Fitness Without Stress D & B Pub
simple activities for you to practice pausing, noticing, inhibiting, directing,
An authoritative, step-by-step guide to the Alexander
(the massage). But what if we have misunderstood the problem? What if
and allowing. The guiding words in each lesson will help you avoid falling
our description of the problem is based on false perceptions, or our analysis Technique, to help actors find new and beneficial ways of
back into your habitual ways.
on false assumptions? What if the solution aggravates the problem? This
moving, thinking, breathing and performing. Written by an
The Alexander Technique Spring
book is about our suppositions, habits and behaviours. It is about posture
experienced teacher of the technique.
The Alexander Technique was developed by an Australian actor, F.
Matthias Alexander, to improve the way the body is used by treating mind
and body as a whole. Long popular with actors and dancers because of the
stamina, flexibility and relaxation it offers, physiotherapists and doctors are
now recommending it to help stress-related movement and posture
disorders. Providing a complete programme of procedures to follow for
daily activities and sports, this groundbreaking book brings the Alexander

and attitude, tension and relaxation, movement and rest. It is about
interpersonal relationships, sports and performing arts. Above all, it is
about embodied emotions and the body that thinks and feels. In this fully
revised new edition, Pedro de Alcantara invites you to redefine the
meaning of health and wellbeing, using the insights and tools developed by
a man of genius: F.M Alexander.

The Posture Workbook Lyle Stuart
Although running is becoming one of the most popular sports,
learning to run properly can take time, energy and consistency. You
need to do it regularly to become good at it and until you have
achieved a certain level of competence, it is unlikely that you will
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enjoy it very much, or for very long. For many runners physical and
mental barriers can stop progress. This book’s ultimate aim is to
help you enjoy to run – to enjoy the feeling of movement, to
overcome inertia, to renew yourself and to boost energy as a result.
Master the Art of Running is based on the proven principles of the
Alexander Technique that encourage good body use and greater
awareness of the way your body functions and moves. The technique
teaches you how to release tension from your back and neck and how
to run without suffering from injuries. The authors’ perspective on
the sport takes them into areas rarely touched on in conventional
manuals. Instead of placing importance on speed, targets and goals it
emphasises the importance of the way you run so you can transform
your training and performance.
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